<CNS_Reyvad> ::on the bridge::
<TLath> ::In sickbay holding onto her brothers hand::
<MO_Ens_Danar> :: in his quarters, putting on his uniform::
<Captain_Thornne> ::in sickbay, watching T'Lath and Jonn::
<AS_Kalis> ::in sickbay with Captain Thornne::
<CO_Prin> ::on bridge, stands up::
<TLath> ::A small tear comes to her eye.… quite moved by seeing her brother for the first time in so long::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::on bridge::
<TLath> ~~~CEO: I thought I'd lost you, and not to find out you are still alive. Please. Hold on for me.~~~
ACTION: The I.K.S. Gorkon decloaks off Huron's Port Bow. Incoming Hail
<MO_Ens_Danar> ::finishes dressing and heads out to find the AS::
<CO_Prin> COM: I.K.S. Gorkon:  Hello Capt… My team is ready when you are.…
<MO_Ens_Danar> Computer: Computer, locate the Assault Specialist.
<ACTDJamieO> @COM *Huron* Very good Captain! ::hearty deep throated laugh::
<CEO>~~~~T'Lath:who ar… your mi… familiar… can't concen… dying~~~~
<CO_Prin> COM: Gorkon:  May you find what your looking for… ::grins::
<AS_Kalis> *MO, SEC_Zi, SEC_Charm*: Meet me in TR 1 immediately.
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: I hate to break up this reunion, but our Captain would like to see you, you should come with me
<TLath> ::Perks up:: ~~~~CEO: Jonn? Are you..… is this..… really? Oh my....… hold on. I'm here for you...… Please.~~~
<MO_Ens_Danar> Computer: Ignore that last command Computer.
<SEC_Charm> *AS_kalis* :Aye
<MO_Ens_Danar> *AS* Aye
<SEC_Zi> *AS*: Aye sir ::walks into the conveniently placed TL:: TL: TR1
<TLath> Thornne: Please, don't do this to me. I need to be with my brother now. Please.
<MO_Ens_Danar> :: Heads for the turbolift::
<SEC_Charm> ::heads for TR1::
<CO_Prin> ::Turns to the XO:: XO:  Your with me, its time to see to our Romulan guest. CNS:  Your have the bridge.…
<CNS_Reyvad> CO: Aye, sir
<CO_Prin> ::heads for the TL::
<SEC_Zi> ::arrives in TR1 about a minute later::
<SEC_Charm> ::enters TR1::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: Right. ::follows the CO::
<CNS_Reyvad> ::takes the center seat::
<MO_Ens_Danar> TL:  Transporter room 1
<CO_Prin> ::Enters the TL::  Computer:  Sickbay.
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: You can help your brother more if we can get some answers, please I know it is painful there is nothing more I would like to do then stand here and hold him too, but I must insist
<MO_Ens_Danar> :: the TL shoots into motion and quickly stops. Kyril steps out and makes his way to the TR::
<CO_Prin> *Capt Thornne*:  I'm on my way to sick bay, to speak with our guest…
<MO_Ens_Danar> :: Walks into the TR::
<CEO> ~~~~T'Lath: Who are… can't hear you clear… familiar somehow~~~~
<TLath> ::Quickly wipes a couple of tears:: Thorne: If you....… ::hears the combadge::
<SEC_Zi> ::suddenly realizes the only thing he has is a dinky type I phaser:: self: Uh oh…
<AS_Kalis> AT: Our orders are to retrieve the FCO and CTO at all costs. Let's go. ::steps onto the transporter pad::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: Welcome to the Huron, Captain, I didn't get a chance to meet you last time.
<Captain_Thornne> *CO* I was going to bring her to your ready room, but we will wait here
<TLath> ~~~CEO: It's me, Jonn. T'Lath .Your sister.~~~
<SEC_Zi> ::frantically looks for a bigger phaser::
<CO_Prin> XO:  Thank you Cmdr. Its good to be here. I understand you were not aboard.
<TLath> ::Nods at Thorne:: Thorne: Thank you.
<SEC_Charm> ::gets out the standard security equipment::
<CO_Prin> ::TL Stops and they get out heads towards SB::
<WAR_Cha> @::Enters the TR of the Gorkon::
<SEC_Zi> ::finds a type III phaser under the TR chief's console and "borrows" it::
<MO_Ens_Danar> AS: Okay. :: steps on the Transporter Pad::
<TLath> ::Sits facing Jonn. Watching for any reactions. Amazed they can still communicate even if not clearly::
<CEO> ~~~~T'Lath: Sister????????~~~~ ::Jonn's mind goes blank as he slips deeper into the coma::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: I was aboard. Just busy. ::hesitant::
<SEC_Charm> ::steps on the transporter pad as he checks the phaser rifle::
<TLath> ::Out loud:: Nooooooo. Oh Jonn. Please....… Stay with me.....… PLEASE...… ::Takes Jonn's hand in hers and holds it up to her cheek..… Eyes glisten moistly:: CEO: Jonn, please. Don't leave me. I just found you.
<AS_Kalis> @::materializes on the klingon ship::
<SEC_Charm> @::materializes on the klingon ship::
<MO_Ens_Danar> @::materializes in the Gorkon's transporter room, between the SEC and AS::
<SEC_Zi> @::materializes next to the AS::
<CO_Prin> ::notices the hesitation:: XO:  Is there a problem Cmdr? ::enters Sick bay and sees the Romulan and the CEO::
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: looks around the TR::
<SEC_Zi> @::what a friendly enviroment!::
<AS_Kalis> @::stands before the Klingon Captain Koroth:: Koroth: Greetings, Captain. We thank you for your assistance.
<TLath> ::Oblivious to all other than her brother::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: None, sir. ::follows her into SB::
<MO_Ens_Danar> @Himself: Comfort at it's greatest..…
<CNS_Reyvad> *CO*: With your permission, I'd like to contact Starfleet, see if we can get a towing ship out here…
ACTION: TLath loses mental Contact from Jonn's Mind. All is silent
<CO_Prin> ::looks at her, decides to leave it alone for now..::
<WAR-Na-toth> @::on bridge::
<Captain_Thornne> ::Notices Captain Prinn enter:: CO: Captain
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: looks at the AS::
<CO_Prin> *CNS*:  Permission granted…
<Captain_Koroth> @::Grunts:: AS: We are pleased to assist a friend of the Empire!
<TLath> ::Feels the contact fail:: CEO:  No....… Oh Please....… Jonn...… hold on.…
<WAR_Cha> @::On bridge:: Na-toth: I hate having SF personnel on our ship.
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne:  Capt. How is your son doing ?  ::goes over and stands beside him::
<TLath> ::Looks up hearing "your son"::
<WAR-Na-toth> @::on bridge: Cha: I do too
<TLath> ::Looks back down at Jonn. Very confused::
<Captain_Thornne> CO: Not good, this is T'lath ::motioning toward T'Lath:: Preliminary scans indicate she is a biological sibling of my son.
<CO_Prin> ::watches the Romulan closely::
<AS_Kalis> @Koroth: My team is at your disposal until we reach the Romulan ship.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::can't shake off the fact that she's not the CMO now. Looks down at the medical readouts. And at the "family" gathered around the bedside::
<WAR-Na-toth> @ ::On Bridge:: Cha: but we have to like it anyhow
<TLath> ::Tears falling freely down her cheeks:: CEO: Jonn....… please.....… come back.......… please.....… I need you.
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne:  Do you think she can help ?
<CNS_Reyvad> ::sends a text only message to SB71::
<WAR_Cha> @Na-toth: They are so peaceful.
<WAR-Na-toth> @Cha: yah I know. but something doesn't sit with me and SF personnel
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: looks at the Klingon Captain::
<Captain_Thornne> CO: Not sure what she would be able to tell us, she appears to be genuinely concerned with Jonn's well being
<SEC_Zi> @::when can we move?::
<WAR_Cha> @Na-toth: I just hope that Koroth doesn't ask us to like them! ::Laughs heartily::
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: Capt Thornne:  Lets see what she knows.
<WAR-Na-toth> @cha: I agree 
<TLath> ::No words.… just falling tears::
<SEC_Charm> @::takes a look around the klingon TR Room:: Self: Whisper: come on let's get a move on
<CNS_Reyvad> ::kicks back in the comfortable seat::
<SEC_Zi> @::last time I checked, this wasn't exactly standard procedure::
<CO_Prin> ::goes over to the Romulan::  TLath:  I'm Capt Prin. I would like to have a few words with you. Please join me in the office over there.. ::Points to the CMO's office::  Capt Thornne, XO:  Please join us.
<Captain_Thornne> CO: Aye
<TLath> CO: But, Jonn. He's slipping deeper into the coma.… Please...…
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::Nods and turns to follow::
<CNS_Reyvad> ::looks around the nearly empty bridge, wishing there were more senior staff around::
<Captain_Thornne> ::Walks toward the CMO's office, taking one last hard look at Jonn. Fighting back the tears himself::
<AS_Kalis> @AT: Take stations. Let's do what we can to help these guys out.
<Captain_Koroth> @AS: It is I who is at your most honorable disposal.
<WAR_Cha> @*Koroth* Any orders sir?
<CO_Prin> TLath: Please, we need to discuss, what is happening here. Our medical staff will keep a close eye on Jonn…
<MO_Ens_Danar> @AT: Yes Ma'am .::Walks off the transporter Padd::
<SEC_Charm> @AS: aye
<WAR_Cha> @::At the helm::
<SEC_Zi> @AS: Aye ::now where's my station?::
<TLath> ::Sets his hand down gently on his chest and follows after the CO very reluctantly:: CO: If you insist.
<WAR-Na-toth> @::points to a little display panel at the back of the bridge
<SEC_Charm> @::wonders where his station is..:: Self: hmmm
<CO_Prin> ::quietly:: TLath:  I'm afraid I do. ::Indicates to move ahead of her::
@ACTION: Gorkon's Sensors pick up a faint Ion Trail Bearing 135 Mark 6
<Captain_Koroth> @*Cha*: Stand by!
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::waits for TLath before heading to the office::
<CO_Prin> ::enters the office after TLath::
<TLath> ::Walks into the CMO's office without a word, but a long look at Jonn::
<SEC_Charm> @::takes the Tactical Station::
<CO_Prin> ::goes behind the CMO's desk::  TLath:  there are two things we need to accomplish here. How to help Jonn and how to get my people back from the Warbird you were on
<SEC_Zi> @::heads to some undesignated broken station::
<SEC_Charm> @::takes a quick check of the Tac-station and runs a level 3 diagnostic just to be sure::
<CO_Prin> TLath:  Right now, your the only person that can help us.
<TLath> CO: I will help you as best I can, but I don't know how much help I can give.
<MO_Ens_Danar> @::walks to the Helm::
<SEC_Zi> @::pounds on the buttons to make them work::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> TLath: Anything is good right now. We don't have much information.
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: TLath:  I understand..… Do you know what happened to Jonn as a child ?
<TLath> ::Looks at Thorne:: CO: I know what happened when he was very young, but we were separated when we were 6.
<MO_Ens_Danar> @::sits down at the Helm::
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: that occurred here at Jarvis II correct?
<CO_Prin> TLath:  Can you tell us what you remember ?
<SEC_Zi> @::sparks fly at him from the console:: self: Jeez, talk about great maintenance
<MO_Ens_Danar> @::looks at all the unfamiliar klingon runes::
<WAR-Na-toth> @::goes over to the MO and hits the MO for touching the helm:: 
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: hasn't touched it yet
<Captain_Koroth> @AS: Will you escort me to the Bridge? ::Motions for the AS to join him::
<TLath> CO: We were on Jarvis II. I didn't understand at the time, but the children that had telepathic abilities were being removed from those of us who didn't have any apparent abilities. Me being among the latter group.
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: falls out of the chair. stands and looks at the klingon::
<TLath> CO: Jonn displayed telepathic abilities so he was taken from my parents and I to be killed.
<SEC_Zi> @::in Klingon:: WAR: These consoles on the bridge aren't working! ::accidentally said "Go jump off the bridge and get the consoles working!"::
<AS_Kalis> @Koroth: Of course.
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: TLath:  But you weren't .Why not ?
<Captain_Thornne> ::mumbles:: Barbarians
<CNS_Reyvad> ::arm console beeps, receives a response from SB71::
<AS_Kalis> @::follows the Klingon Captain::
<Captain_Koroth> @::Walks from the TR and heads to the bridge::
<TLath> CO: Because, I displayed to such abilities.
<WAR-Na-toth> @::helps the MO up::
<WAR_Cha> @::Does not like SF on bridge::
<SEC_Charm> @SEC_Zi: do u know what u just told him!!
<TLath> CO: The last time I remember seeing Jonn, I was being dragged away from him by my father.
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: Yeah, the consoles on the bridge aren't working
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::shakes her head in amazement at that::
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: stands and glares at Nar-toth ::
<ACTDJamieO> COM *Huron* This is Cmdr Ficshemup of Starfleet Operations. You require assistance?
<CO_Prin> ::taking a seat, steeples her hands in front of her face::  TLath:  Why now ?  Why haven't you looked for your brother over the years.
<SEC_Charm> @SEC_Zi: no.… you told him and I quote "Go jump off the bridge and get the consoles working" end quote
<Captain_Koroth> @::Enters the Bridge of the Gorkon::
<MO_Ens_Danar> @::rubs the back of his head:: Nar-toth: What was that for?
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: I'm not here
<WAR-Na-toth> ::looks at the Capt. Qa'pla Capt.::
<SEC_Zi> @::hides his face as he looks at the console::
<TLath> ::Earnest tears:: CO: I tried. I was given no information that my brother was even alive. I had no idea.
<WAR_Cha> @ALL: Captain on deck!
<WAR-Na-toth> @MO: cause you didn't have your instructions yet.
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: suppresses the urge to attack the klingon, even if it would be futile::
<SEC_Zi> @::forces himself to turn around and be at attention::
<AS_Kalis> @::enters behind Koroth::
<SEC_Charm> @::breaks out a big grin to SEC_Zi::
<Captain_Thornne> T'Lath: Then how did you know now?
<Captain_Koroth> @All: My most honorable warriors this, ::Motions toward the AS:: is our friend and ally Kalis!
<SEC_Zi> @::I'm gonna need a doctor if I'm still alive in 5 minutes::
<MO_Ens_Danar> @::through his teeth:: Nar-toth: My Superior told me to take a station.…
<CO_Prin> ::Not sure if to believe that:: TLath:  Ok… I need to know how to get my crew back… Can you give me shield frequencies, personnel etc. We are not attacking just getting our people and going.
<TLath> Thorne: My father told me recently.  he told me that Jonn was ill and that he would need my help.
<AS_Kalis> @::nods to the bridge crew::
<Ficshemup> *CNS* We will be sending the CST Manatoulin to your location.  she will arrive within the next 36 hours
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: looks at the AS and the Klingon Capt::
<CO_Prin> TLath:  Your father knew ?
<Captain_Koroth> @All: You will give her your FULL co-operation! Understood?!!!
<WAR-Na-toth> @MO: maybe so but still. Capt: AYE 
<TLath> ::Fingers the isolinear chip:: CO: I can only assume he did. How he did, I have no idea.
<WAR_Cha> @::Nods unhappily::
<CNS_Reyvad> ::mumbles::  We'll be halfway to SB71 by then
<CO_Prin> TLath:  Is he telepathic also?
<Captain_Koroth> @AS: They are all yours.
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: looks up at Nar-toth as he considers taking the Helm once again::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::thought that the father & TLath didn't know each other 'til now::
<CNS_Reyvad> COM: Ficshemup: Acknowledged
<WAR-Na-toth> @MO: you may take it. ::goes and stands beside Capt. Koroth::
<AS_Kalis> @::nods to Koroth, takes the second command chair:: Helm: Set a course to locate the Romulan vessel. Tactical: keep weapons and sensors ready. Let's get moving.
<CO_Prin> TLath:  Are you going to answer my previous question about you ship ?
ACTION: The Channel between SF Engineering and the Huron cuts. The UFP logo is displayed
<TLath> CO: I do not know for sure. I can imagine he was, but I don't know. I could not communicate with my father.
<SEC_Zi> @::what is my station supposed to be?::
<CO_Prin> ::nods::
<TLath> CO: I will help you as much as possible. I have some information, but you must promise me one thing.
<WAR-Na-toth> @Sec_zi yer scanners
<CO_Prin> TLath:  What is that ?
<Captain_Koroth> @All: What are you dogs standing around for?!!!!!!!!!!!!!! You heard her!!!!!!!! MOVE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: sitting :: Nar-toth: Well, I guess you klingons have some manners…
<SEC_Zi> @::looks closely at the broken console:: self: Ah, engineering!
<TLath> CO: I request that you grant me asylum.
<SEC_Zi> @::my Klingon could use some work::
<SEC_Charm> @::gets the weapons on hot standby and start's to scan the surrounding space:: Koroth: recommend that we go to yellow alert
<CO_Prin> TLath:  You can have asylum…
<SEC_Zi> @Na-toth: Thanks
<Captain_Koroth> @AS: My apologies for the crews lack of enthusiasm Commander. ::Nods at the Kalis::
<WAR_Cha> @::Stands still for a few moments as if to challenge the command::
<AS_Kalis> @::sharply:: MO: Is there a problem, Ensign?
<CO_Prin> TLath:  Now please, lets help each other… ::smiles::
<TLath> ::Takes the isolinear chip out of her pocket:: CO: Captain, You may have this. These are the plans and schematics of the Romulan ship that has you people on it. It also has information on how to help Jonn.
<AS_Kalis> @::sharply:: MO: Is there a problem, Ensign?
<SEC_Zi> @::hits the console repetitively:: self: No wonder it's broken and it hasn't been repaired, it's not an important system, it's only SCANNERS
<TLath> ::Takes a deep breath hoping that she's doing the right thing::
<Captain_Koroth> @::Walks over to Cha:: Cha: Do you have a problem?!
<WAR_Cha> @::Nods:: Koroth: I do, sir.
<MO_Ens_Danar> @:: sits down and tries to remember what he learned in the Klingon Languages class at the Academy::
<CNS_Reyvad> ::taps a few keys, receives some engineering reports::
<Captain_Koroth> @Cha: And what would that be? ::Tenses up::
<AS_Kalis> @::watches Koroth and Cha::
<WAR_Cha> @Koroth: I'd rather not help these worthless p'tachs!
<CO_Prin> ::takes the chip::  TLath:  Thank you… ::hands it the XO::  XO:  Get the medical data off the chip, and I will up load the rest to the bridge for transmission t the Gorkon.
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @AS: What course shall I set?
<TLath> CO: What is to become of me now?
<SEC_Charm> @::gets a grip on his phaser:: Self: Whisper: this could be trouble
<Captain_Koroth> @::Draws arm back and knocks Cha across the bridge::
<AS_Kalis> @MO: What course did I say five minutes ago?
<Captain_Koroth> @Cha: You dare challenge my authority?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::takes the chip from the CO, puts it in the computer & extracts necessary medical info.::
<WAR-Na-toth> @::grabs his phaser and waits to see what the SF officer will do::
<SEC_Zi> @::kicks the console and more sparks fly out::
<CO_Prin> TLath:  For now, you will be confined to sickbay and your assigned quarters. There will be a security team with you at all times…
<TLath> ::Stands:: CO: You call that asylum?
<WAR_Cha> @Koroth: I do! ::Stands up and punches Koroth in the stomach::
<TLath> CO: I have helped you and you want to repay that help with a security escort?
<CO_Prin> TLath:  That is the best I can do.… You would do the same if you were in my shoes…
<WAR_Cha> @::Draws dagger::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @AS: Never mind, Ma'am .::sets course to find the Romulan ship::
<Captain_Thornne> CO: I will take personal responsibility for T'Lath, if you will grant me custody, and do away with the escort
<TLath> CO: Maybe that is why I am not a captain, because I would not.
<SEC_Charm> @AS: we don't have time for this Ma'am
<Captain_Koroth> @::Stands and laughs at Cha:: Cha: You will regret that if you do not already. ::Punches Cha in the face::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::takes the chip out and hands it back to the CO::
<TLath> ::Looks at Thornne VERY surprised, but extremely grateful::
<Captain_Koroth> @Na-toth: Take him away! ::Points to Cha::
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: Capt Thornne:  Ok… But she is not to be anyway near any sensitive areas of the ship. ::takes the disk from the XO::
<AS_Kalis> @Charm: I agree. MO: Take a different station. ::nods for another Klingon to take the helm::
<WAR_Cha> @::Falls back slightly and raises blade to strike Koroth::
<TLath> CO: Captain. All I ask it to be with my brother.
<WAR-Na-toth> @::Takes Cha away and into custody
<Captain_Thornne> CO: Understood Captain
<SEC_Charm> @::lets go of his phaser::
<WAR_Cha> @::Kicks and knocks Na-toth down:: ALL: You are all Klingon cowards!
<CO_Prin> TLath: You may stay here as long as you like… ::downloads the disk to the console::
<TLath> CO: Thank you.
<WAR-Na-toth> @::grabs his phaser and fires a shot into the back of Cha::
<Captain_Thornne> ::Looks over at the XO, very curious what the data says::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: stands from the Helm and moves to a different station::
<TLath> ::Gets up and makes her way back out of the CMO's office and back to her brother's side::
<CO_Prin> *CNS*:  I'm uploading the information on the Romulan ship. Please make sure it gets to Cmdr Kalis on the Gorkin.
<WAR_Cha> @::Falls over and reaches behind to his back.… barely alive::
@ACTION: Cha is struck in the back of the head by Koroth's Disruptor handle. Cha falls to the floor unconscious
<SEC_Zi> @::if only I had my camera::
<CNS_Reyvad> *CO*: Aye, sir
<WAR_Cha> @::Unconscious::
<TLath> ::Searches for his thoughts again:: ~~~CEO: Jonn, please. Can you hear me?~~~
<CNS_Reyvad> COM: Gorkon: This is the Huron, with vital information regarding your mission
<WAR-Na-toth> @Capt Koroth: what should I do with this p'tach!
<CO_Prin> ::finishes the upload:: *CNS*:  You should have the information now… ::turns to the XO and Capt Thornne::
<Captain_Koroth> Na-toth: Now you are an honorable warrior! ::Pats Na-toth on the back::
<SEC_Zi> @::kicks his console again and it suddenly bursts into flames::
<CO_Prin> XO, Capt Thornne:  Do you think she was telling the truth?
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: tries to figure out what the station he is at is supposed to be used for::
<Captain_Koroth> @Na-toth: Take it out of my sight!! Report back when you are finished!
<SEC_Charm> @SEC_Zi: what the heck are u doing::
<SEC_Zi> @self: A nice, normal day this is
<WAR-Na-toth> @Capt: thank you sir
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: Lighting my console on fire
<AS_Kalis> @Zi: Put that fire out!
<SEC_Charm> @SEC_Zi: ahhh....ok
<Captain_Thornne> CO: I have no reason to doubt her, I am curious as to how she knew where to find us, but that can wait.
<WAR-Na-toth> @::drags the dishonoured Cha out of the bridge and to the nearest airlock, and proceeds to think about chucking it out the airlock but then decides not to::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: looks to the fire and looks around for something to put it out with::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::scans over the medical info. she got off the disk. pauses finding a replicator code:: Self: This is good.
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne:  That makes two of us… The timing of the Romulans couldn't have been better don't you think.
ACTION: Gorkon's sensors lose track of the Ion Trail. Neutron Radiation Surge Detected off the STBD Bow.
<TLath> ~~~CEO: Jonn. Please..… Please.… tell me you can hear me.~~~
<Captain_Koroth> @::Turns to Kalis:: AS: Forgive this "display" it is unusual on a Klingon ship of this honor.
<AS_Kalis> @COM: Huron: Go ahead.
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne:  I don't like coincidences…
<WAR-Na-toth> @::returns to the bridge:: Capt. I have gotten rid of the p'tach
<CNS_Reyvad> COM: Gorkon: Good to hear your voice, Kalis. I've got data on the Romulan ship… shield frequencies, deck layout, the works, headed your way
<AS_Kalis> @Koroth: Not a problem.
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> Cpt/CO: I found the code for a synthesized protein here, that should help Jonn, for now at least.
<CO_Prin> ::turns:: XO:  Can you replicate it ?
<Captain_Thornne> CO: I don't blame you for that Captain, but in this case it just may be that, coincidence
<SEC_Zi> @Koroth: Excuse me sir, but my console is on fire, should I just let it burn, sir?
<AS_Kalis> @COM: Huron: Thank you, Misae. I appreciate it.
<Captain_Koroth> @Na-toth: Good take his spot as second in command! Qa'pla!
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: the fire apparently taken care of, turns back to the station::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: I've been given replicator codes.
<CO_Prin> ::ponders::  Capt Thornne:  Maybe..…
<Captain_Koroth> @::Awaits orders from Kalis::
<CNS_Reyvad> COM: Gorkon: Come back in one piece, Marena. Huron out
<CO_Prin> XO:  Do what you can…
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> CO: Aye. ::stands up & walks out of the office to the replicator. Punches in the code for the protein.::
<Captain_Thornne> ::Tries to hide his excitement, keeping the poker face he has worn so many times while in command::
<SEC_Zi> @::fire grows::
<AS_Kalis> @Koroth: Assign your crew to study the new information.
<TLath> ::Holds the CEO's hand in both hers:: <w> CEO: Jonn, I'm here for you. Don't you dare leave me now that I've found you.
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: feels the heat against his back and turns to see the growing fire::
<Captain_Koroth> @AS: As you wish.
<SEC_Charm> @::Gets out the fire extinguisher and puts out the fire over at Zi's station::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @Aloud: Ahh!
<CO_Prin> Capt Thornne:  Can you tell me about that genetics lab on the surface. ::Gets up and gets a coffee::  Capt, would you like a coffee ?
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: rips the panel out from under the console and pulls out what seems to be a fire extinguisher::
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: Thanks. Where did you find that?
<SEC_Charm> @SEC_Zi: under the Tac console
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: Sprays the extinguisher onto the fire, or at least where it was::
<Captain_Koroth> @::Turns to Na-toth:: Na-toth: Have the have the science department analyse this information.
<AS_Kalis> @ALL: Somebody get to work on that fried panel!
<Captain_Thornne> CO: I would rather have a Romulan Ale, but coffee will do for now ::Grins slightly::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::waits for the material to synthesize & takes it to be scanned, just to be sure.::
<WAR-Na-toth> @Koroth: aye Capt.
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: stops and puts the extinguisher back beneath the console, and puts the panelling back on::
<SEC_Zi> @Charm/MO: Well… I just hope they were fire extinguishers and not grenades of some sort
<WAR-Na-toth> @::proceeds of the bridge and to the science department::
<CO_Prin> ::smiles and brings over two coffees and sets them on the desk::  Capt Thornne:  The genetics lab… ::takes a seat::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: calling out to Zi behind him:: Well, we'll find out soon enough…
<Captain_Thornne> CO: What I know was in my report. We didn't stay long when we were here last. Starfleet wanted it to look like we had found nothing
<SEC_Zi> @::heads to his console to find that it works perfectly after a little fire::
<WAR-Na-toth> @::droops off the info and tells them to inform the capped when one analysing the data
<SEC_Zi> @MO: Yes… soon enough
<WAR-Na-toth> @::goes back up to the bridge::
<Captain_Thornne> ::takes the cup from the desk, and also sits down::
<AS_Kalis> @Charm, Zi: Get to work on fixing that panel!
<CO_Prin> ::takes a sip and nods::  Capt Thornne:  How was that you came to adopt Jonn ?
<SEC_Charm> @AS: aye
<WAR-Na-toth> @::enters bridge:: Capt: science will let us know when its finished the analysis of the data
<SEC_Zi> @AS: Aye sir
<TLath> ::Just sits.… wanting so badly to help::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: looks behind him, wondering if he is needed::
<Captain_Koroth> @ ::Whispers:: Na-toth: Take Cha to an escape pod I have decided on a punishment.
<SEC_Charm> @::finds a tool kit and head's over to Zi:: Zi: why do ya always have to get us some extra work where ever we go!!!!
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: It's fun
<WAR-Na-toth> @::goes and picks up Cha from the airlock and takes him to an escape pod:: Capt: Cha is in the pod
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::finishes the scans, satisfied as much as possible that they'll work, loads some into a hypo & approaches the CEO::
<SEC_Zi> @::takes the tool kit::
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: eventually is not, and turns back to the console ::
<WAR_Cha> @::Is being bumped around… slightly conscious::
<TLath> ::Looks up at the XO:: XO: Will that help him?
<SEC_Charm> @SEC_Zi: ahhh.... I knew u where a few bricks short of a full load but this is getting ridiculous!!!
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: taps a few panels and the station activates::
<CO_Prin> ::looks at the Capt::  Capt Thornne:  Capt ??
@ACTION: na-toth's phaser knocks Cha out again. he falls back unconscious
<TLath> ~~~CEO: Jonn, hold on. Help is on the way.~~~
<WAR-Na-toth> @*Capt* what you want me to do?
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: pleased with himself:: Himself:  That's more like it!
<Captain_Thornne> CO: We rescued him from the mass execution chamber, and since Starfleet didn't want to acknowledge his presence officially we where ordered to keep him onboard the Pantomime, after that he kind of grew on me and my wife
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: I'm sorry, I didn't finish, it's fun to give YOU extra work ::grins::
<Captain_Koroth> @::Presses the eject button on Cha's pod::
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> TLath: I sure hope so. It was the code for a synthetic protein on the disk you gave me. ::Empties the dose into the CEO from the hypospray::
<Captain_Koroth> @ALL: This is what happens to those who dishonor me and the Empire!
<WAR-Na-toth> @::sees the pod being jettisoned, he head back up to the bridge::
<SEC_Charm> @::hands Zi the toolkit:: Zi: here this time u work and I'll supervise
<CO_Prin> ::raise eyebrows::  Capt Thornne:  Starfleet has obviously acknowledge his existence or he wouldn't be in uniform right now…
<Captain_Thornne> CO: one thing led to another, and my wife went behind my back and requested the adoption, he father was well placed on the Federation Council
ACTION: Space off to the Port side of Gorkon fluctuates. A shot is fired from the fluctuation. The Escape pod is destroyed.
<SEC_Zi> @::sighs::
<TLath> ~~~CEO: Jonn, can you hear me?~~~
<WAR_Cha> @::Is space dust::
<Captain_Thornne> CO: His existence, yes… but not his origins
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @::pecks away at the console ::
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: But the last time I worked, I accidentally blew up the console and you were in SB for weeks
<AS_Kalis> @::hears the shot fired:: Charm: What was that?
<SEC_Charm> @Zi: I KNOW..… what's why u get to work some more
<CO_Prin> ::nods:: Capt Thornne:  Jonn was lucky to find you… ::gets up::  I have to get back to the bridge… Are you going to stay with your son ?
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @:: turns, hearing something fire::
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: Besides, I outrank you by a few hours, you can't tell me what to do
<Captain_Thornne> CO: With your permission ma'am
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: YOU do the work!
<TLath> ~~~CEO: Jonn, I'm here. Please....… Tell me you can hear me~~~
<CO_Prin> ::nods and exits the office::  XO:  Please keep me informed about the CEO..…
<XO_LtCdr_McCellan> ::removes the telepathic inhibitor from Jonn's forehead, hoping it's not necessary now::
<SEC_Charm> @Zi: next time u are the one going t SB if ya don't fix it..… you always get me in SB one way or another
<CNS_Reyvad> ::hopes the CO comes back soon::
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: That's cause you always try to pin the work on ME!
<TLath> ::Sighs despondently::
<Jonn> ~~~T'Lath: Who are you? Your mind is familiar to me~~~~
ACTION: the CEO's brain functions begin to slowly improve, but he is still unconscious
<SEC_Charm> @Zi: no way
<CO_Prin> ::exits SB and goes to the TL::
<SEC_Zi> @Charm: Just get to work and I'll get some coffee
<MO_Ens_Danar_Kyril> @::talking to the two behind him::  Zi, Charm: I outrank both of you, but I don't know how to fix that console…
<ACTDJamieO> <<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>





